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The miniature furniture cataloged is considered to be of the second

size, i.e., miniatures which could have been used as traveler's samples,

cabinetmaker's models, or toys.

The entries are selected from collections of Louisiana and Texas

museums and historical societies. They were located through use of a

questionnaire sent to the institutions listed in the Official Museum

Directory as having furniture and decorative arts collections.

Responses showed five institutions owning miniatures of the second

size, as follows: Louisiana State Museum, New Orleans; Anglo-American Art

Museum, Baton Rouge; Harris County Heritage Society, Houston; Witte

Memorial Museum, San Antonio; and Dallas Historical Society.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem and Its Significance

Miniature objects have long been held dear to many

collectors and laymen alike. With some it is a nostalgic

appeal related to childhood. It is an appeal that mani-

fests itself in the need to identify with miniature objects--

what fun it would be to sit in that car, engineer that train,

or fly in that airplane. Lewis Carroll and the tellers of

innumerable fairy tales and legends were but a few who have

recognized this fascination with the tiny.

Miniature objects are also appealing because they

can be exhibited in little spaces such as bookcases, corner

cupboards, and mantel shelves. They reflect personal tastes

and satisfy the love of beautiful materials and fine crafts-

manship. Miniatures also have special appeal because they

are often exact reproductions of household furnishings and

traditionally memorable items.

Miniature furniture is generally of three sizes. The

smallest miniatures are those made for doll houses. The

second size of miniatures are those made for larger dolls,

display cabinets or perhaps made to serve as salesmen's or

cabinetmakers' samples. The third size of: miniatures are for

1
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use by children and are usually of larger dimensions than

the previous two sizes.

The decision to catalog the miniature furniture found in

the museums and historical societies of Texas and Louisiana

was prompted by the limited information concerning the

artifacts found in these collections. This lack of informa-

tion became evident upon visiting the museums and historical

societies in question. Most had only very sketchy data on

the pieces they owned, and, in some cases, there was no

information at all. Many books on antiques and furniture

dictionaries ignore the subject of the miniature or only

give it casual mention. The information that does exist

on this subject in the sources consulted deal with pieces

found in Europe and the Northeastern United States, not with

pieces found in the Louisiana and Texas region.

The purpose of this study is to catalog the miniature

case and seating furniture categorized as being of the second

size and owned by the public museums and historical societies

of Texas and Louisiana.

Scope of the Catalog

The catalog contains only miniature furniture categorized

as being of the second size (furniture for larger dolls, or

possibly models or samples). This size furniture, because

it exhibits a higher level of workmanship than that displayed

by the majority of doll house and children's furniture,was
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chosen for cataloging. The standards used in judging

quality of workmanship in the miniatures are the same as

those applied to larger furniture masterpieces: standards

which reflect the cabinetmaker's sense of proportion,

attention to details, craftsmanship, and techniques of

construction.

The entries in the catalog are limited to pieces

found in the collections of the museums and historical

societies of Louisiana and Texas which have furniture and

decorative arts collections open to public visitation. Only

institutions listed in the Official Museum Directory of the

American Association of Museums who responded to a question-

naire mailed to the curators or directors of the various

institutions are included.

Historical Purposes of Miniatures

Artists and craftsmen have themselves always been

interested in making tiny objects-from the glassblower,

who formed the "end of the day" bit of glass into a toy,

to the famous goldsmith Faberge, who turned his skill and

artistry to designing miniatures of flowers in a vase.1

The artist painted miniature portraits and the publisher

printed miniature books. Still other artisans employed

lKatherine Morrison McClinton, Antiques in Miniature
(New York, 1970), p. 3.
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their skills in writing the Lord's Prayer on the head of

a pin.

The earliest pieces of miniature furniture were in the

Renaissance style made in Germany and Holland out of oak.2

The finest miniatures were made in Holland during the

seventeenth century as toys for the royalty.3 This minia-

ture furniture was collected and displayed in cabinets in

room settings or in doll houses.

Although miniatures were made as display pieces for

adults, the craze for making collections of these pieces

stimulated the toy industry, and thus, rooms with tiny

objects and furniture also began to be made for the enjoy-

ment of children.4

Aside from those pieces made explicitly for diversion

and enjoyment, other theories exist as to the purpose of

miniatures. The other theories are more practically,

oriented and are not necessarily exclusive of the toy.

After all, objects of the most practical purpose often end

up as trinkets for the amusement of adults after their

practical usefulness has waned.

Proponents of one of the earlier hypotheses advanced

to explain the purpose of miniature furniture classifies

2 Ibid., p. 10.

3Herbert F. and Peter B. Schiffer, Miniature Antique
Furniture (Wynnewood, 1972), p. 15.

4McClinton, Miniature Antiques, p. 6.
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these pieces together with many other miniature items as

"apprenticeship pieces." The apprenticeship piece was used

by the various craft guilds in England to prove the skill

and worthiness of an apprentice before he was given journey-

man status.

This hypothesis is generally discounted on the grounds

that joiners (the predecessor of the cabinetmaker) were not

deeply involved in cabinetmaking until the end of the

seventeenth century. The joiners' primary duty until this

period was large scale construction. Making a piece of

furniture would not necessarily exhibit worthiness in their

prime endeavor. Jane Toiler in her book Antique Miniature

Furniture explains that apprenticeships at the end of the

seventeenth century were generally a different thing from

what they had been in previous centuries. Many large

building schemes were instigated by Charles II in reaction

against the repressed and subdued atmosphere of his prede-

cessors, the Puritans. It was also necessary to rebuild

much of what had been destroyed in the great fire of London.

Furniture makers started to employ large staffs of work

people. Because of the size of many cabinetmakers' shops,

apprentices were no longer endentured to their masters as

they had been in the past. The master could not provide

keep and living accommodations for the apprentice and was

thus required to pay him a small wage in lieu of these

services. 'This practice placed the apprentice in the class
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of a daily worker; thus, time taken to build miniature

pieces was actually time taken away from filling an order.

Because he was no longer bound to his master by legal agree-

ment, the apprentice was allowed to start in trade for him-

self as soon as his apprenticeship had terminated. The need

as well as the feasibility of an apprenticeship piece did

not exist.5

Most cabinetmaking was done on a commissioned basis

because large stocks of furniture were not carried at any

particular time. There was neither the space to store it in

the earlier cabinetry shops nor the time to build up a

large stock.6 There is also generally very little mention

of unsold furniture in many of the wills of cabinetmakers

from this period.7

It is generally thought that many of the miniature

furniture pieces available were samples or show-pieces used

by the furniture makers to illustrate the type of goods

they could make and the quality of their workmanship.

Francis Phipps in her Complete Dictionary of American

Antiques reinforces this theory by pointing out that

Throughout the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries windows were made up of small panes of
glass, interlaced by glazing bars of lead or wood.

5Jane Toller, Antique Miniature Furniture in Great
Britain and America (London, 1966), p. 45.

6 Ibid., p. 49. 7 lbid., p. 54.
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Scale models were necessary in order that the win-
dow shopper might see the entire piece.

These small pieces, being easily transported, would

also be of great value as travelers' samples. They were

probably very necessary in the country when a cabinetmaker

was sent far to furnish the big houses in a district and to

discuss furnishing schemes with a patron. He would take with

him samples of furniture and patterns of material to help in

the selection of decorating schemes.9

The curator of the Bethnal Green Museum in England in

a letter to Ellan M. LaMotte for her research on miniature

fireplaces states that

They probably were specimens made in miniature
of actual fireplaces then being put on the market
by manufacturers who, before the days of railways,
could submit their ware to prospective distant
customers much more easily than by actual full-
sized pieces. . . We know that this method was
applied to all kinds of things used in the house.1 0

Travelers' samples, as far as furniture was concerned,

became less necessary later in the eighteenth century. The

illustrated book became fashionable and, although Thomas

Chippendale was not the first cabinetmaker to publish an

illustrated book depicting the various types and styles of

furniture which he could produce in his shops, The Gentle-

man's and Cabinet-Maker's Director did bring him such success

8Francis Phipps, A Collector's Complete Dictionary of
American Antiques (Gard enCtay,77T974T~D~TTO~

9Toller, Miniature Furniture, p. 50.

1 0 Ellen N. LaMotte, "Miniature Fireplaces," Antiques,
21 (June, 1932) , 273.
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that many cabinetmakers followed suit." Another reason for

the decline in the use of miniatures can be attributed to

the machine age. By the middle of the nineteenth century,

furniture was being produced in quantities rather than by

commission. Showrooms were opened, and exhibitions were held.

Coupled with the popularity of illustrated books, factory

production made miniatures for use as samples obsolete.

These methods were much more sensible for showing one's

products than the miniature.

The varying degrees of quality exhibited in miniature

furniture can be attributed to a combination of the sample,

model, and toy theories of purpose. The exquisite pieces,

crafted in the finest detail and proportion, were most

probably made as sample pieces or made for the aristocracy,

and the ones of less superior workmanship could have been

made as playthings for children or possibly made by country

carpenters who were generally not attuned to the finer art

of cabinetmaking.

Glossary of Terms

To facilitate the understanding of the furniture des-

criptions appearing in the catalog and text, a glossary of

terms is included.

"Sherrill Whiton, Elements of Interior Design and
Decoration (New York, 1963), p. 263.
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Apron--The horizontal piece of wood below a chair seat,

table top or desk, also called a skirt.1 2

Arcade--"A series of adjoining arches with their supporting

columns or piers."1 3

Arch--A structural feature or ornamental form, spanning an

opening and supported at two ends. An arch form is

usually curved but can be flat.1 4

Arm Stump--The front support of a chair arm that replaces

the upward extension of the front legs.1 5

Ball and Ring--A turning composed of alternating balls and

narrow identions called rings.16

Baluster--"A turned member usually with a square base and

top. In general, it curves outward at some point

commonly in an elongated vase or urn shape.""1 7

Banister--Turned uprights in a chair back.1 8

Base--"The bottom of an object, such as the bottom molding

of a column or framed up base in case pieces." 19

12_bid., p. 812. 1 3 Ibid. 14 Ibid.

1 5 Herbert Cescinsky, English and American Furniture
(Grand Rapids, 1929), p. 283.

1 6 Thomas Ornsbee, Field Guide to American Victorian
Furniture (Boston, 1952), p. XXVII.

1 7Whiton, Interior Design, p. 812.

1 8 Cescinsky, Furniture, p. 284.

1 9 Ibid.
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Bead--"A small rounded convex molding." 2 0

Bell Turning--"A type of turning that is used for furniture

legs and supports shaped approximately like a conven-

tional bell. " 2 1

Blockfront--"Applied to case furniture in which drawer

fronts and doors display swelling projections instead

of panels." 2 2

Border Pattern--"A continuous running motif used in the

design of bands, borders and panel frames."2 3

Boxwood--"A hard smooth, pale yellow wood generally used

for decorative inlays."2 4

Bracket Foot--"A low furniture support which has a straight

corner edge and curved inner edges." 2 5

Brocade--A fabric characterized by a raised overall pattern

of figures or flowers.2 6

Canted--"A chamfer, as in a canted or beveled edge. "27

2 0 Ibid.

2 1Whiton, Interior Design, p. 813.

2 2 Cescinsky, Furniture, p. 284.

2 3Whiton, Interior Design, p. 814.

2 4 John Gloag, A Short Dictionary of Furniture Terms
(London, 1952), p. 149.

2 5 Whiton, Interior Design, p. 814.

2 6 A Dictionary of Textile Terms (Greenville, 1976),
p. 15.

2 7Cescinsky, Furniture, p. 285.
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Capitol--The crowning section of a column or pilaster shaft.
2 8

Caryatid--A column carved in a human form.2 9

Case Furniture--Any furniture used to contain objects, such

as desks, bookcases, hutches, cabinets, etc.30

Clavated--"Club shaped. Applied to turnings used as furni-

ture legs and stretchers."3 1

Colonnette--"A small column."3 2

Crest Rail--The top rail of a chair back, often ornamented.3 3

Cross-banding--A decorative strip or band of veneer which

forms a frame or border of a panel.3 4

Cross Rail-.-A horizontal member in a chair back.3 5

Cyma-curve--"A wave or curve, of double or compound curva-

ture. " 36

Damask--A firm, glossy fabric with a flat overall raised

pattern.37

Ebonize--"To impart to wood, by means of staining and polish-

ing, a finish resembling ebony.,"38

2 8Whiton, Interior Design, p. 815.

29Ibid., p. 815. 3 0Ibid. 3 1 Ibid., p. 816.

3 2 Ibid., p. 817.

3 3 Gloag, Dictionary of Furniture, p. 217.

3 4Whiton, Interior Design, p. 817.

3 5 Cescinsky, Furniture, p. 287.

3 6 Ibid.

3 7Textile Dictionary, p. 27.

3 8 Cescinsky, Furniture, p. 288.
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Finger Molded--"An incised, concave continuous molding cut

into the face of a chair frame or table top."3 9

Finial--A terminating ornament.4 0

Flare--An outward spread.4 1

Foliated--Flower forms used as ornament.4 2

Fluting--Concave parallel grooves that are used to ornament

a surface. 4 3

Gallery--"A miniature railing placed along the edge of a

shelf or table top." 4 4

Incised Carving--Ornamentation that is cut into the surface.4 5

Inlay--A surface which is ornamented with insets of con-

trasting material.4 6

Joiners--Medieval craftsmen who worked in wood assembling

their products by means of mortise and tenon, dovetail,

tongue-in-groove, dowels, etc.47

Leaf Carving--Leaf forms used as ornaments.

Mitre--"A corner junction of two strips of wood or other

material, the end of each piece being cut at a similar

angle. . ."48

3 9Ornsbee, Victorian Furniture, p. XXI.

4 0Whiton, Interior Design, p. 820.

4 1 The American Heritage Dictionary (New York, 1970),
p. 272.

4 2 Gloag, Dictionary of Furniture, p. 258,

4 3Whiton, Interior Design, p. 820.

44Ibid., p. 821. 45Ibid., p. 822. 46 Ibid.

4 7 1bid., p. 823. 4 81bid., p. 824.
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Onion Turned--A turned piece resembling a flattened sphere.

Palmette--"A conventionalized motif derived from a fanlike

branch of the palm tree."4 9

Patera--A flat or lightly carved ornamental disk.50

Pediment--An architectural gable or cresting in cabinetwork.5 1

Pilaster--A flat faced vertical projection rectangular in

plan but with the general proportions, capital, and

base of a column."x152

Quarter Round--A ninety degree section of a dowel.53

Rail--A horizontal connecting member in furniture con-

struction.5 4

Reeding--"A long, semi-cylindrical, stemlike form or a

grouping of such used to enrich moldings." 5 5

Renaissance--The period of the great revival in art and

literature and learning in Europe between 1400 and

1600 A.D.5 6

Ring Turning--A turning of one or more narrow rings which

provides decorative treatment.57

4 9 Ibid.

5 0 Gloag, Dictionary of Furniture, p. 351.

5 1 Cescinsky, Furniture, p. 294.

5 2 Whiton, Interior Design, p. 226.

5 3 Ibid., p. 227.

5 4Cescinsky, Furniture, p. 296.

5 5 Whiton, Interior Design, p. 828.

5 6Cescinsky, Furniture, p. 296.

57Ornsbee, Victorian Furniture, p. XXVII.
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Rolled Arm--A chair arm with an outward curve or roll.5 8

Rush--A grasslike plant with a hollow pithy stem which is

used for making woven baskets and chair seats.59

Sausage Turned--"Furniture turning resembling a string of

sausages."60

Scroll--A spiral or rolled decoration.6 1

Slides--Pull out supports which are usually used for the

support of the desk surface of a fall front desk--an

alternative term for loper.6 2

Spindle--A thin rod, straight and tapered or shaped with

decorative turnings.6 3

Splat--The flat central upright in the back of a chair.6 4

Splint--A thin strip of wood interwoven with others to

make a chair seat.65

Split Spindle--"A long, slender, turned and molded wooden

rod that is cut lengthwise so that each half has one

flat and one rounded side." 6 6

5 8 Ibid.

5 9 American Heritage Dictionary, p. 617.

6 0 Whiton, Interior Design, p. 828.

6 1 Gloag, Dictionary of Furniture, p. 411.

6 2Ibid., p. 435.

6 3 Whiton, Interior Design, p. 830.

64Ibid.

6 5 American Heritage Dictionary, p. 634.

6 6 Whiton, Interior Design, p. 830.
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Step-molded--A molding which is fashioned in a step-like

manner.

Stile--"The vertical member in the frame of a piece of

cabinetwork or paneling."6 7

Stretcher--A horizontal support that braces the legs of

a chair.6 8

Swag--"A cloth draped in a looped garland effect; any

imitation of the same." 6 9

Top Rail--The top horizontal rail of a chair back.7 0

Tongue-in-groove--"A type of wood joint in which a long,

narrow, straight piece, known as the tongue fits into

a corresponding groove in an adjacent piece."7 1

Turning--A woodworking process, in which pieces of wood are

symmetrically cut or shaped while turning on a lathe.7 2

Vase Turning--A turning that resembles a vase with a taper

above a bulbous base.7 3

Veneer--"A thin sheet of finishing wood or other material

that is applied to a body of coarser material."7 4

6 7 Cescinsky, Furniture, p. 298.

6 8Whiton, Interior Design, p. 830.

6 9 Ibid., p. 831.

7 0 Cescinsky, Furniture, p. 299.

7 1 Whiton, Interior Design, p. 831.

__Ibid., p. 832.

7 30rnsbee, Victorian Furniture, p. XXXI.

7 4 Whiton, Interior Design, p. 832.



CHAPTER II

THE STYLES OF MINIATURE FURNITURE CATEGORIZED AS BEING

OF THE SECOND SIZE FOUND IN THE COLLECTIONS

OF FIVE TEXAS AND LOUISIANA MUSEUMS

AND HISTORICAL SOCIETIES

The makers of miniature furniture in America used, as

their stylistic guidelines, the forms and decorative motifs

that were in vogue. The forms and decorative motifs origin-

ated from European styles and were diffused into American

life by way of the immigrant craftsman and later through

pattern books.

Most of the styles of miniature furniture that are

found in the collections of Texas and Louisiana museums

and historical societies reflect the styles which originated

in Europe.

There are a few miniatures found in these collections

which do not fall into European stylistic traditions. The

makers of this miniature furniture seemed to have borrowed

forms and decorative motifs from many different styles.

These pieces could be of provincial origin or in any case

made by cabinetmakers who were not in the mainstream of

cultural influence.

There are seven styles of miniature furniture that have

come to the area. These styles are Colonial, Chippendale,

16
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Hepplewhite and Sheraton, Regency, Empire, Victorian and

the country piece. A brief description of each style follows.

Colonial

When the colonies were founded in America, James I was

King of England. The James I style, or Jacobean, is the

style that the early colonists adopted for their furniture.

One distinctive feature of Jacobean furniture is the

extensive use of turned members, frequently in a bulbous

outline, the earlier members being straight and columnar.
1

The Jacobean style persisted in America throughout most

of the seventeenth century.2

The American work, although Jacobean in character,

reflects the primitiveness and adaptability of the colonists.

The carving on American furniture of this period is flatter

and less finished than the English counterparts, and the

selection of ornament is more restricted. The whole feeling

is bold, vigorous, and simple. 3

Little but the rudest sort of furniture could have been

made during the early days of the colonies. The set-

tIers (colonists) could devote little time to cabinetmaking,

preferring to satisfy their more practical needs. The most

important pieces of furniture during the colonial period were

'Helen Comstock, American Furniture (New York, 1962),

p. 16.

2Ibid., p. 10. 3Ibid.
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the court and press cupboards which were usually owned by

the wealthier families. The court cupboard was chiefly

intended for ornaments and utensils. It had a shelf above

or below a large enclosed portion which was used for storage.

The chief purpose of the press cupboard was for storing

clothing. It had large drawers and cupboard sections.4

The chest was another very important piece of furniture

and was an essential in almost every home. It was used for

clothing, linens, and household equipment and doubled as a

table or bench. It was usually of a framed-panel construc-

tion and was the work of a joiner.5

Chairs were few in the seventeenth century colonies.

The turned stool was the most basic form of seating and

was primarily used for dining.6

The Brewster and Carver chairs appeared in America

about the middle of the seventeenth century and are named

after chairs now in Pilgrim Hall in Plymouth, Massachusetts,

which were owned by Elder William Brewster and Governor

John Carver respectively. Both types usually had every

detail produced on a lathe, the seat excepted, in a variety

of turned outlines.7 The Brewster chair has arcades of

spindles below the seat and the Carver chair has spindles in

4 Ibid., p. 14. 5 Ibid. 6 Ibid.

7 Herbert Cescinsky, English and American Furniture
(Grand Rapids, 1929), p. 247.
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the back only and is usually of simpler turnings.
8 The

earliest of these chairs have massive posts with large

turned finials.9

The seats of these chairs were usually of rush or

splint. The rush is used more commonly than the splint

because a shorter preparation time is required before use.1 0

Later during the seventeenth century,chairs started to

appear with fewer turned members and more flat sections,

usually on the arms and splats.11 In all furniture many

new fashions began to appear which reflected the continental

influence introduced into England with the restoration of

the Monarchy. The restoration of the Monarchy resulted in

not only closer relations in trade and politics between

England and the continent, but in the introduction of many

new cabinetry techniques.1 2

Chippendale

The Chippendale style was popularized in England by

Thomas Chippendale. The style was popular from the middle

to the late eighteenth century.

8Marion Day Iverson, TheAerican Chair (New York,

1957), p. 10.

9Ibid., p. 17. 1 0 Ibid.

11 Cescinsky, English and American Furniture, p. 66.

1 2 Comstock, American Furniture, p. 16.
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In 1754, when the first edition of the Gentleman and

Cabinet Maker's Director was published by Chippendale, his

career as a cabinetmaker was already well established in

London.1 3 He was considerably involved in advertising, and

through the Director many Chippendale designs became popular.
1 4

Most of the examples of his designs that are found in

the early editions of the Director (of which there were three)

illustrate the Rococco, Gothic, and Chinese influences

that were popular in furniture in England during the

mid-eighteenth century.1 5 Also illustrated in these early

editions are examples of both lacquered and gilded pieces

of furniture.16

The Rococco style is of French origin while the

Chinese and Gothic tastes were considered to be just

different aspects of the ". . . fantastic, imaginary and

the exotic which were thought [by the Englishman of the

period] to be the principal ingredients of Rococco."
1 7

13 Oliver Brackett, Thomas Chippendale (Boston, 1925),
p. 16.

1 4Anthony Coleridge, Chippendale Furniture (London,
1968) , p. 82.

15Brackett, Chippendale, p. 27.

1 6 Ibid., p. 95.

1 7Coleridge, Chippendale, p. 86.
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Another technique of furniture decoration which is

not illustrated in the Director is the use of inlay.18

This technique used in pieces executed in his later years

incorporate painting and lacquer as well as inlay. The

furniture during these years was executed under the influence

of Robert Adam1 9 (the Adam decorative style is briefly dis-

cussed in the Hepplewhite section of this chapter).

Hepplewhite and Sheraton

Toward the end of the eighteenth century the widespread

popularity of Neo-classicism created the need for furniture

designed in a new mode and, additionally, furniture that

was suited for everyday living by the emerging genteel

society.

A brief discussion of the style of the brothers Adam

will provide a necessary foundation for referring to the

furniture styles of Hepplewhite. The Hepplewhite style

redefines the popular forms of the Adam style and redefines

the purpose.

The Adam decorative style stressed the ideals of grace

and eloquence. The style became popular in a time of over-

stuffiness and in a society that formed itself "in coteries

18 Brackett, Chippendale, p. 95.

1 9 Ibid., p. 27.
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and bands of initiates" whose conformity tended to dominate

the decorative arts.2 0 His creations were generally intended

to cater to the amenities of social pleasure and high taste

that were characteristic of the George III period.2 1 Adam's

work is considered to be Neo-classic or a new interpreta-

tion of antiquity aimed at re-creating "the pure spirit of

the ancients." 2 2

George Hepplewhite was a cabinetmaker in London from

1760-1786. His designs are found in a posthumously published

work in 1788 The Cabinet Makers' and Upholsterers' Guide

(subsequent editions 1789, 1794).23 This Guide was published

after the time of his death by his wife who carried on the

business under "A. Hepplewhite and Co." (A. referring to

Alice, his wife.)

In the preface the authors say:

. . . We have exerted our utmost endeavors
to produce a work which shall be useful to the

mechanic and serviceable to the gentleman. With

this in view, after having fixed upon such articles

as were necessary to complete a suite of furniture,

our judgement was called forth in selecting such

patterns as were most likely to be of general use

and convey a just idea of English taste in furni-
ture.

The authors continue by expressing their dismay over

the fact that foreigners seeking knowledge about English

2 0Clifford Musgrave, Adam and Hepplewhite Furniture
(New York, 1966), p. 22.

21Ibid., p. 103. 2 2 Ibid., p. 22.

2 3 Cescinsky, English and American Furniture, p. 247.
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taste and in need of household articles had not been

satisfactorily catered to by the labor of their predecessors.

They also say:

The same reason in favour of this work,
will apply also to many of our own countrymen
and artisans, whose distance from the metropolis
makes even an imperfect knowledge of its improve-
ments acquired with much trouble and exposure.
Our labors will, we hope, tend to remove this
difficulty; and as our ideas of the useful was
such articles as were generally serviceage in
genteel life, we flatter ourselves . . .

The self-expressed purpose of the firm was to be a

guide to good taste. There is not a single piece of furni-

ture authenticated by a bill or other document as having come

from this workshop which implies that the firm did indeed

exist to supply designs for the cabinetmakers.2 5

The authors also claim very little originality for the

style, saying it is the accepted taste and reconfirms the

idea that furniture should be serviceable to mankind by

omitting the frivolous.2 6

The decorative treatment that Hepplewhite used was the

one in current taste and use, the Neo-classic style.

Actually the Adams' later designs (of the 1780's) com-

pare closely with the Hepplewhite designs in their general

2 4Esther Singleton, Furniture of Our Forefathers
(New York, 1970), p. 469, citing A. Hepplewhite and Co.,
The Cabinet Makers' and Upholsterers' Guide, Preface.

25Musgrave, Adam and Hepplewhite, p. 2.

2 6 Singleton, Furniture ofOur Forefathers, p. 470.
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character of refinement and elegance. Hepplewhite also used

the same popular Neo-classic motifs of urns, medallions,

paterae, swags and festoons. In many of Hepplewhite's

seating pieces, this usage is evident, but he generally did

not obscure the pure line of the form as the Adams had in

the past.27

Hepplewhite's furniture was simple and elegant. When

he used a frieze, another popular form of classical decora-

tion, he utilized simple fluting rather than the complex

decorations of linked wreathes, rosettes or palmetto common

in his predecessor's decoration.2 8

In the desire to provide serviceable articles, he

designed bookcases, secretaries, wardrobes, slopefront

bureaus, dressing chests, and other bedroom and dressing-room

furniture. The articles belonging to this realm of domes-

ticity show little influence from the Neo-classic movement.

The articles exhibit a great restraint in the use of ornament

and further simplify form and line.2 9

The most fashionable wood until the 1770's was mahog-

any; the use of satinwood and sycamore generally displaced

mahogany as the primary wood because, as Musgrave notes from

Thomas Sheraton's Cabinet Directory, "he admired a fine,

straw colour in this wood as having a cool, light and pleasing

2 7 Musgrave, Adam and Hepplewhite, p. 105.

2 8 Ibid. 2 9 Ibid., p. 157.
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effect on furniture,"3 0 which corresponds with the move

toward delicate and refined lines of the period.

The art of woodcarving declined during this period in

favor of the flat decoration of inlay which enhanced the

simplified forms. The robust character of wood carving was

inappropriate to the delicacy and refinement of the late

eighteenth century.3 1

These inlays also took the form of banding. The decora-

tive effect of the banding was often enhanced by the veneer

being cut at an angle to the grain. Common inlay woods were

tulipwood, kingwood, rosewood, ebony, pearwood,and zebrawood.3 2

Drawer handles generally used were of the bail type

because they were extremely adaptable to the Neo-classical

theme--"the ring could be chased to represent a wreath of

bay-leaves and back plates could be stamped in the center

as classical paterae."3 3

The Hepplewhite style declined with the coming of the

Regency in England. Referring to Hepplewhite designs,

Sheraton states in his Cabinet Directory that "if we compare

some of the designs . . . with the newest taste we shall

find that this work has already caught the decline, and

perhaps in a little time will suddenly die in the disorder."3 4

Thomas Sheraton designed, as did Hepplewhite, much

furniture that was made by other cabinetmakers. In 1791 he

30Ibid., p. 159. 311bid., p. 106. 32 Ibid.,, p. 162.

33Ibid., p. 167. 3 4 Ibid., p. 107.
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published The Cabinet Maker and Upholsterer's Drawing Book,

illustrating his furniture designs. Most of these designs

utilized forms borrowed from other styles and other designers.

Sheraton used much the same woods as Hepplewhite did, but

stressed the use of the straight line. Serpentine forms

common in Hepplewhite designs were replaced by segmental

curves or surfaces that were connected by flat areas.3 5

Regency

English Regency furniture relates closely to the French

Empire styles in dates and popular motifs.

One of the characteristics which distinguishes early

English Regency from French Empire is that of scale: the

English pieces are on the whole either far heavier or far

lighter in design than those of the French. This difference

involves end use. The country pieces were lighter and

smaller than the French and the aristocratic pieces far

larger and heavier.36

Regency England was characterized by a society that

was polished, animated,and corrupt. This society revolved

around the Prince Regent, George IV of Wales, a man who was

described as a combination of ". . . wit, buffoonery,

obstinacy and good feeling--in short, a medley of the most

3 5 Whiton, Interior Design and Decoration, p. 265.

3 6Nancy McClelland, Duncan Phyfe and English Regency
(New York, 1950) , p. XXIV.
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opposite qualities with a great preponderance of good . . ."37

He had a taste for high living, and his interests were well

diversified. Architecture was one of his greatest amuse-

ments. Carlton House, Brighton Pavilion, Regent's Parkl and

the rebuilding of Windsor Castle were but a few of the

ambitious building schemes that are attributed to his

interests.3 8

Historically speaking, the Regency began in 1811 when

George III was declared mentally incompetent and his eldest

son George was names Regent. The style emerged in the

decorative arts, however, some ten years earlier in reaction

to the over elaborate and florid decoration of the Adam

Style.3 9 The Regency lasted for the first thirty years of

the nineteenth century.

Upon his coming of age in 1883, George IV, Prince of

Wales, appointed Henry Holland to rebuild and refurbish

Carlton House. Carlton House was assigned to him as his

London Residence. The alterations on this residence span

some forty years until he became king at which time Bucking-

ham Palace was built for him by John Nash.4 0

Early Regency found inspiration in a number of the

French styles, notably the French Directoire and Empire

styles. The Prince was an ardent collector of French

3 7 Ibid., p. 3. 3 8 Ibid., p. 4. 3 9Ibid., p. 10.

4 0Musgrave, Regency Furniture, p. 29.
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furniture, and it is believed that Holland created Carlton

House with this flavor in mind.4 1

Later, in the early years of the nineteenth century, the

French influence on Regency decreased because the war with

Napoleon cut off, to a great extent, communication between

England and the continent. An interruption of influences

allowed the English Regency to develop in its own direction.

English Regency furniture tended to become more varied in

shape and tended to be less severe and more gracious during

this period.4 2

The classical inspiration remained in the later period;

however, it became-less visually dominant and more a decora-

tive aspect.

After Holland's death,the classical revival was given

a Grecian direction with the styles of Thomas Hope. Thomas

Hope was himself an ardent collector of ancient sculpture

and vases. Trained as an architect, he expressed strong

criticisms of the English furniture of the day, declaring

it as ". . . not having any distinctness of contrast of

outline, no harmony and significance of accessories and no

accord between details and the main object."4 3

Metal became popular as in the French styles and was

used in a number of ways as decoration. Inlaid brass and

other flat decoration became. popular, and brass galleries

4 1 Ibid., p. 29. 4.2I-aid. , p. 32.
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were prevalent in sideboards, secretaries,and writing

tables. Lion paw feet and dog legs were used extensively

in this later period, only taking on less massive propor-

tions.4 4

The pedestal-type leg became an important feature of

much dining furniture and gained popularity because it did

not interfere with the feet of people seated for dining.4 5

The style that developed in America closely resembles

Hope's style. The American craftsmen exhibited a refined

sense of proportion and gracious use of line. The American

craftsmen also found the use of many Greek themes as

favorite inspirations. The curule leg, rolled arms on chairs

and sofa, reeding, rosettes, and the forms of decoration most

used by Hope including the lion's paw, lyre, and dog leg

were used.

An aspect which is missing in the classical revival in

America is the use of metal as gilding. Comparatively

little ornamentation of this character exists in furniture

from this period because of the lack of competent metal

casters in America at this time.4 6

A lot of the furniture was of a painted variety, usually

black with delicately gold painted floral patterns.4 7

4 4 Ibid., p. 36. 4 5 Ibid., p. 39. 4 6 Ibid., p. XXIX,

4_7bid., p. XXV.
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The Regency style began its decline in the birth of

Victorianism, with its elaborate vegetation and exagerated

proportions. 48

Empire

The Empire style in France runs from the early nine-

teenth century to the mid-nineteenth century. The style

was, however, in an embryonic existence well before 1800

and remained strong for the first fifteen years of the nine-

teenth century. The first fifteen years are referred to as

"The Napoleonic Style" and reflects the strong influence of

Emperor Napoleon on the decorative arts. The style, although

in decline and undergoing modifications, remained in fashion

for a long time after 1815, the year of the final abdication

of the Emperor. 4 9

The spirit of the Empire period was dignity and mascu-

linity and to avoid the slightest effect of frivolity or

gaiety. Empire furniture appears somewhat arid and uncom-

promising, the lines being severe and profiles harsh.5 0 The

ornamentation was inspired from the Egyptian, Greek and

Roman traditions, consistent with the Emperor's desire for

majestic grandeur and reflections of conquest.5 1

4 8Tbid., p. XXIX.

4 9Serge Grandjean, Empire Furniture (New York, 1966),
p. 21.

5 0 Ibid.

5 1 Whiton, Interior Design and Decoration, p. 217,
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The Emperor had an excellent opportunity to influence

the tastes of the French people because of the discontent

over the extravagancies of the Louis XVI period in economics

and policies. Napoleon and Josephine both encouraged manu-

facturers by making personal visits and holding state dinners

for the outstanding cabinetmakers of the time® 5 2

The furniture usually incorporated columns and pilasters

and many of the motifs consistent with the antiquities of

early civilization. The style under Napoleon eventually

evolved into a more solid, and imposing effect incorporating

eagles, lion's heads, winged sphynx,and caryatids. The

earlier use of columns did, however, remain popular with

the provincial class.5 3

The woods that were used in the construction of Empire

furniture were not only chosen for attractive color but for

the possibilities they offered ingenious craftsmen.5 4 Early

in the period furniture makers used imported woods, mostly

mahogany. In 1810 the native French woods gained much

popularity and largely replaced mahogany. This change was

prompted by the European blockade against the Emperor. The

woods that were used after the embargo was imposed are oak,

walnut, beech, apple, and maple.5 5

5 2 Grandjean, Empire Furniture, p. 53.

5 3 Ibid., p. 73. 5 4 Ibid., p. 84. 5 5 Ibid., p. 85.
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Corresponding with the grandeur of the Emperor's tastes,

the use of gilding was popular especially in the more

developed phase of the style. Marble was another favorite

material of the style because it reinforced the dignity,

masculinity, and classical flavor that most of the furniture

possesses.56

The Empire style that was to become an integral part

of American life takes on the same massive and imposing

appearance that exemplifies the style in its waning period.

This later style (1840) still employed the idea of the

ancient columns but avoided the motifs used in the high

period during Napoleon reign and much of the gilding and

metal work. The wood primarily used was again mahogany

veneer with emphasis on the graining and coloring effects.

Winged feet which were very popular in the French Empire

were also popular in the American Empire, and an addition

of ball-turned feet also appeared.5 7

Victorian

The Victorian period is considered to span forty

years, from 1840-1880.58 This period is marked by a major

56Iid., p. 90.

5 7 Edgar Miller, The Standard Book of American
Antique Furniture (New York, 1940), p. 420.

5 8Whiton, Interior Design and Decoration, p. 325,
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transformation in the manner in which furniture was being

produced. The change in production tecnhiques is a

direct result of the introduction of technological ad-

vances in woodworking and the popularization of the

machine.

The majority of furniture making until the mid-nine-

teenth century was on a commission basis characterized by

the construction of specific pieces of furniture for in-

dividual customers. With the advent of many new types of

power-driven woodworking machines, the cabinetry trade

was turned into an industrial art.59

The transformation of the trade, however, did not

occur all at once. Certain cabinetmakers, usually in

the larger cities, retained the custom approach where

specially designed pieces of furniture were continued to

be made.6 0 The influence of technology on the furniture

trade was also slower in spreading inland from the

Atlantic seaboard.

With a public mainly interested in industry and novelty,

art and connoisseurship took a less dominant place in

furniture making. "Ideas could be borrowed more rapidly

5 9Ornsbee, Victorian Furniture, p. 30.

6 0 Ibid.
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than conceived, and logic and native expression seemed

unnecessary."61

The shift to quantity-produced furniture had actually

started in the American Empire period which Ornsbee in

his Field Guide describes as "Transitional Early Vic-

torian. "62 In all, he describes eight substyles of Vic-

torian furniture which were produced between 1840 and

1880. These substyles are Gothic, Spool-turned, French

Louis XV, Renaissance, French Louis XVI, Eastlake,

Turkish, and the previously mentioned Transitional.

These eight substyles are actually a composite, adapted

from eight earlier furniture styles which were prevalent

in England, France, and other places and periods in

time.6 3

Ornsbee also describes two special groups within the

Victorian substyles, those of cottage furniture and of

Belter furniture.64

Country

There are generally two types of country furniture-

that made by trained craftsmen and that made by householders

6 1 Whiton, Interior Design and Decoration, p, 325,

6 2 Ornsbee, Victorian Furniture, p. 16.

6 3 Ibid., p. 15.

6 4 Ibid., pp. 27-30.
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for their own use. The distinction between these types

lies in the craftsmanship and design.
6 5  It is the former

type which will be considered in this section, i.e., the

pieces which are well made and well designed by the

trained craftsman for everyday use, excluding those

pieces characterized by sophisticated features such as

ornate inlay, veneer, or other features found in the

more complex period designs. The furniture was usually

built of solid wood construction and lacked ornate

carving.

These country cabinetmakers generally followed, in

a less sophisticated way, the designs originating from

Europe and the larger urban centers of America.66 Most

of this furniture was designed with a definite utili-

tarian purpose in mind, utilizing the materials that were

common to the area in which it was produced.

The styles of country furniture are varied and show

influences from many periods of history. Settlers in

the northeast crafted their furniture in the styles

that reflected their European background. As the

settlers carried this European influence away from the

urban centers into the more outlying regions, they

65Henry Lyonel Williams, Country Furniture of Early
America (New York, 1963), p. 11.

6 6 John G. Shea, Antique Country Furniture of North
America (New York, 1975), p. 72.
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absorbed ideas from other cultures, adapting and modifying

their designs to the demand of a particular locale.

This sequence of events was repeated again and again

as the newer styles in furniture were introduced into

America.6 7

One of the major influences on the furniture produced

in Texas and Louisiana comes from French Canada. The

French, already having established a prospering fur

trading center in Quebec, explored areas as far away as

the Mississippi Valley. In 1682 Robert Cavelier, Sieur

De La Salle claimed the entire Mississippi watershed in

the name of Louis XIV of France--calling the region

"Louisiana" in his honor.6 8

French cabinetmakers in America produced furniture

resembling that made in France, only using the native

softwoods of North America. The designs were much

abbreviated in comparison to the French designs of the

period,6 9 usually utilizing fewer decorative motifs and

executed in a simpler manner.

There are other regional influences which were preva-

lent in Texas and Louisiana during settlement. The styles of

6 7Williams, Country Furniture, p. 12.

6 8 Shea, Antique Country Furniture, p. 48.

6 9 Ibid. p. 50.
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Spanish colonial and Texas German were in widespread use

but are not represented by the miniature furniture in the

collections studies, so, for that reason, are not included

in this section.



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Entries in the catalog were selected from the

collections of the museums and historical societies of

Louisiana and Texas which own miniature furniture. The

institutions where this type of furniture might be located

were identified by consulting the 1975 edition of the

Official Museum Directory of the American Association of

Museums. The association acts as an accrediting body for

the museums located in North America.

Listings in the directory are limited to those institu-

tions which qualify, for purposes of accreditation, under

guidelines adopted by the association. Museums which are

primarily profit oriented, as opposed to "non-profit" for

tax exempt purposes,are not included in the directory. Also

not included are

libraries which did not indicate [through
a response to a questionnaire] permanent collections
(paintings, sculpture, manuscripts, artifacts, etc.)
or did not indicate exhibition programs; memorials,
unless there was a related museum shown in the
listing; historical societies with no museum asso-
ciation; state or national parks with no museum or
information center; historical societies with no
museum activity; [and] state or national monuments,
unless they have a museum or information center.

38
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Institutional members of the association are listed

in the directory regardless of any of the above restrictions.
1

Of the 260 Louisiana and Texas institutions listed in

the directory, 128 are indicated as having furniture and

decorative arts collections. Institutions without such

collections were not considered as possible locations for

miniature furniture.

As a first step in determining which of these collections

contained furniture suitable for study and cataloging, a

questionnaire was utilized. The questionnaire was designed

to ascertain (1) which collections have miniature furniture,

(2) the type of each piece, whether doll, sample, or chil-

dren's, (3) the description of each piece, whether chair,

sofa, case, and (4) the probable date of each piece.2 The

questionnaire was mailed to the 128 institutions listed in

the directory that were indicated as having furniture and

decorative arts collections. From the sixty-seven responses

(52%) received, it was determined from the data provided that

twenty-seven (52%) of the responding institutions owned minia-

ture furniture.3

In order to gain a wider cross-section of responses

from the institutions which had furniture and decorative

arts collections, another ten responses were received

lAmerican Association of Museums, Official Museum

Directory (1975), Skokie, Preface.

2 See Appendix A.

3See Appendix B.
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through telephone calls placed to the museums which did not

respond to the questionnaire. The institutions that were

telephoned were chosen on the basis of their proximity to

the collections that were visited. There was no miniature

furniture located through responses from the institutions

which received this type of follow-up.

The second step of the investigation involved examining

the collections of thirteen institutions which had indicated

ownership of one or more examples of miniature furniture.

This examination provided an opportunity to survey firsthand

the different types of miniatures found in the collections

and to determine which would be suitable for cataloging.

From the survey of the collections, the decision was

made to catalog only miniatures of a particular size. The

middle or second size of miniature was chosen for cataloging

because pieces of this size exhibited a higher level of

workmanship than that displayed in the majority of the

smaller doll house miniatures. Because of the widely

differing qualities of workmanship found in children's

furniture, it was decided not to catalog this largest size

of miniature either.

Responses to the questionnaire indicated there are five

institutions which own miniatures of the second size. These

institutions are as follows: The Louisiana State Museum

in New Orleans, Louisiana; The Anglo-American Art Museum in

Baton Rouge, Louisiana; The Harris County Heritage Society
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in Houston, Texas; The Witte Memorial Museum in San Antonio,

Texas; and The Dallas Historical Society in Dallas, Texas.

These collections provide the examples of miniature furni-

ture found in the catalog.

The information that was obtained through the use of

the institutional records was very sketchy. Most institu-

tions which owned miniatures of the second size had only

limited information relating to the examples in their

collections. In some cases, the names of previous owners

of the miniatures were provided; this information is noted

in the catalog. of all the information that was applicable

to the miniatures illustrated in the catalog, little was

discovered of their origin or intended purpose.

For illustrative purposes, a thirty-five millimeter

slide was taken of each miniature for inclusion in the

catalog. Other data, including the style and the date of

the miniature, were provided by the institutions' records,

if such information was available. The measurements and

other descriptive information were also noted for inclusion

in the catalog.



CHAPTER IV

THE CATALOG OF MINIATURE CASE AND SEATING FURNITURE

CATEGORIZED AS BEING OF THE SECOND SIZE

WHICH ARE OWNED BY FIVE MUSEUMS

AND HISTORICAL SOCIETIES OF

TEXAS AND LOUISIANA

Description of Catalog

The examples of miniature case and seating furniture

owned by the museums and historical societies of Texas and

Louisiana are cataloged in this chapter. The museums and

historical societies that have miniatures represented in

this catalog are as follows: The Dallas Historical Society,

Dallas, Texas; Witte Memorial Museum, San Antonio, Texas;

The Harris County Heritage Society, Houston, Texas; Louisiana

State Museum, New Orleans, Louisiana; and the Anglo-American

Art Museum, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

The catalog is limited to include those miniatures of

the second size, i.e., miniatures which could have been

used as travelers' samples or models. This type of mini-

ature furniture is usually of a higher quality in proportion,

detail, and craftsmanship than that of the majority of doll

miniatures.

Each entry in the catalog is illustrated by use of a

slide. The descriptive information for each entry is found

42
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on a separate page and includes the measurements, identi-

fying style, a written description of each piece, and refer-

ences to sources where furniture of similar style might

be located. While the comparative examples that are cited

in the references illustrate stylistic similarity, there

may be other aspects which may differ from the cataloged

entry. The date for each entry is that found in the res-

pective museum's records. The date is considered to be

the date of production and will not always correspond with

the period in time that the style was in vogue.

Style, as referred to in this catalog, is

A term for any characteristic manner of de-
signing and ornamenting furniture, arising from
the taste of the designer and maker or from some
prevailing fashion related to the use of a particu-
lar kind of ornamentation or material.1

The catalog is organized chronologically according to

the styles of miniature furniture represented in the

different collections. The styles represented are Colonial,

Chippendale, Hepplewhite, Sheraton, Empire, Regency,

Victorian and the country piece. A brief description of

each of these styles is found in Chapter III.

Catalog Entries

Each entry appears on a separate page and corresponds

to a slide which is mounted in the plastic binder located

at the end of the chapter.

1 Gloag, Dictionary of Furniture, p. 439.
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Figure 1: Banister Back Arm Chair

Measurements: 12-1/3 "H. X 6"W X 6-1/4"D

Date: ca 1835

Style: Reproduction of Colonial

Collection: Louisiana State Museum, New Orleans, Louisiana

Description: This miniature chair is painted black and,

except for the seat, is made of all turned pieces. Each

front leg and arm support is one continuous baluster-turned

piece, with the turned curves of the legs repeated in the

arm supports. All four legs are blocked where they meet

the apron, and the back legs form a gentle taper to the

floor. The seat stiles are extensions of the back legs and

sausage-turned with convex rings between the sections.

Each stile is finished at the top with a ball and urn-shaped

turning repeating that of the baluster legs and a single

ball finial. The cross rails are blocked where they meet

the two banisters and are baluster turned. There are single

dowel stretchers on each side and a turned stretcher in

front. The seat is covered in a pale damask brocade. This

piece was acquired from Mrs. E. G. Thompson in 1938. Mrs.

Thompson is a niece of Abe Lincoln. The original owner is

Mrs. Adele Comminy.

Reference: Margon, Lester, Furniture Treasures, New York,
The Home Craftsman Publishing Corp., 1949, p. 103.
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Figure 2: Fall Front Desk

Measurements: 10-15/l6"H X 9-1/4"W X 4-3/4"D

Date: ca 1875

Style: Reproduction of Chippendale

Collection: Anglo-American Art Museum, Baton Rouge,

Louisiana

Description: This miniature fall front desk, although not

completely restored, is walnut veneered with an inlaid

blond wood. The fall front has a mitered band around a

veneered rectangular panel. There are three drawers, the

top one being smaller to allow for the slide supports for

the drop lid. Each drawer is banded with multiple inlays

and has one bail type pull on each of the top drawers and

two of the same type on each of the bottom drawers. The

sides are plain and are step-molded at the base. The feet

are straight bracket. This piece was acquired from Mrs.

H. Payne Breazeale, Sr., of Baton Rouge in the 1940's.

This chest was originally acquired by Mrs. Breazeale from

a New Orleans antique dealer in the 1920's.

References: Coleridge, Anthony, Chippendale Furniture,
London Faber & Faber, 1968, plate375.

Miller, Edgar, The Standard Book of American
Antique Furniture, New York. Greystone Press,
1950, p. 802.
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Figure 3: Chest of Drawers

Measurements: ll-3/4"1H X l12-/4"W X 6"D

Date: ca 1820

Style: Hepplewhite

Collection: Witte Memorial Museum, San Antonio, Texas

Description: This miniature chest of drawers is mahogany

veneered with satinwood inlay. It has three flush mounted

drawers with inlaid banding and two brass pulls with a

rosette on each. It has one piece sides which also form

stiles for the front panel. The base is cut in the shape

of two opposing cyma-curves with a circular section in

the middle. The feet are squared and canted from the

cyma-curve to the floor. This piece was acquired from

Mr. Coffey in 1963. Mr. Coffey is a San Antonio antique

dealer.

Reference: Miller, Edgar, The 'Standard Book of American
Aniu Furniture, New York, Greys tone Press,
1950, p. 411.
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Figure 4: Inlaid Chest

Measurements: l0-5/16"H X 12-l/3"W X 7-15/16"D

Deat: Early Nineteenth Century

Style: Sheraton

Collection: Anglo-American Art Museum, Baton Rouge,

Louisiana

Description: This miniature chest is of mahogany veneer

with inlaid ebonized wood. The top is step-molded, leading

to a quarter-round which overhangs the chest proper. On

each side there is a large insized square with the corners

shaped in concave quarter circles. Around this shape there

is a narrow bead and a larger square of cross-grained

ebonized wood. The sides form bracket feet in two opposing

cyma-curves. There is a tier of two drawers across the top

with a single turned knob on each and two larger drawers

underneath. Each drawer is banded with inlaid wood and has

a bead within the banding. The stiles on the front panel

have a large rectangular cross-grain inlaid decoration.

This piece was acquired from Mrs. H. Payne Breazeale, Sr.,

of Baton Rouge in the 1940's. This chest was originally

acquired by Mrs. Breazeale from a New Orleans antique

dealer in the 1920's.

Reference: Fastnedge, Ralph, Sheraton Furniture, London,
Faber and Faber, 1962, plate 67.
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Figure 5: Painted Armchair

Measurements: 10-7/8"H X 7-1/8"W X 7-1/8"D

Date: ca 1820

Style: Regency

Collection: Anglo-American Art Museum, Baton Rouge,

Louisiana

Description: This miniature armchair is painted black

with delicately painted gold floral patterns on both the

apron and crest rail. The crest rail curves downward in a

c-scroll at either end. The back legs form a gentle cyma-

curve extending to the crest rail. The arms originate at

the crest rail and gently slope into a c-curve which also

acts as the arm stump. The front legs are psuedo-bamboo

turned with an outward flare at the bottom. The legs are

also blocked at the apron with gold painted paterae. The

seat is woven cane. This piece was acquired from Mrs. H.

Payne Breazeale, Sr., of Baton Rouge in the 1940's. This

armchair was originally acquired by Mrs. Breazeale from a

New Orleans antique dealer in the 1920's.

References: Musgrave, Clifford, Regency Furniture, London,
Faber and Faber, 1961, plate 40.

Miller, Edgar, The Standard Book of American
Antique Furniture, New York, Greystone Press,
1950, p. 193,
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Figure 6: Sideboard

Measurements: 8-1/2"H X l1-3/4"W X 3-3/4"D

Date: ca 1840

Style: Empire

Collection: Anglo-American Art Museum, Baton Rouge,

Louisiana

Description: This miniature sideboard is mahogany veneered.

It has two cabinets which form pedestals for support for the

top. The door of each cabinet has an oval cross-grained

inlaid panel. There is a backboard extending 1-1/2", at its

highest point, up from the top in a triangular fashion

crowned with a carved egg-and-dart decoration. Each cabinet

has split baluster-turned colonettes on each side of the

cabinet doors, forming the stiles of the front panel. There

is a horizontal split clavated turning over the middle open

portion. There are eight bell-turned feet, four to a side.

This piece was acquired from Mrs. H. Payne Breazeale, Sr.,

of Baton Rouge in the 1940's. This sideboard was originally

acquired by Mrs. Breazeale from a New Orleans antique

dealer in the 1920's.

Reference: Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the
Nine teenth Century, New York, Viking Press,
1965, fig. 164.
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Figure 7: Flame Grained Chest

Measurements: 12-15/16"H X 13-3/4"W X 8"D

Date: ca 1830

Style: Empire

Collection: Anglo-American Art Museum, Baton Rouge,

Louisiana

Description: This massively scaled miniature chest is

mahogany veneered. The top is finished on the sides with

a double finger-molding and a rather large quarter round

forming the overhang. The base extends out from the chest

and all vertical corners are rounded. The front feet are

ball-turned and the back feet are blocked. There are four

flush mounted drawers with two round brass pulls with

rosettes on each. The flame grained veneer on the drawers

and rails has been matched. This piece was acquired from

Mrs. H. Payne Breazeale, Sr., of Baton Rouge in the 1940's.

This chest was originally acquired by Mrs. Breazeale from

a New Orleans antique dealer in the 1920's.

Reference: Grandjean, Serge, Empire Furniture, New York,
Taplinger Publishing Company, Inc., 1966,
plate 75.
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Figure 8: Bureau

Measurements: 9"H X 8-l/2"W X 7"D

Date: ca 1825

Style: Empire

Collection: The Harris County Heritage Society, Houston,

Texas

Description: This miniature bureau is adorned with a

boxwood inlaid top, beveled at the edges. It has three

drawers; the top one being cushion-shaped, projecting in a

convex arc out from the front of the piece with a finger-

molded handhold under the front of the drawer. The bottom

two drawers have simple turned knobs and are inset from

the two colonettes which form the end stiles of the front

panel. The colonettes form visual supports for the over-

hanging cushion-shaped top drawer and have a plain square

capital and base. This piece has blocked front feet on

top of which there is an incised scroll pattern. The feet

are connected to a short square.leg which acts as part of

the base. The back legs are squared and canted on the

undersides.

References: Miller, Edgar, The Standard Book of American
Antique Furniture, New York, Greystone Press,
1950, p. 421.

Yates, Raymond F. and Marguerite W., A Guide
to Victorian Antiques, New York, Harper &
BFothers Publishers, 1949, p. 83.
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Figure 9: Washstand

Measurements: ll"H X 10"W X 9"D

Date: ca 1870

Style: Victorian

Collection: Louisiana State Museum, New Orleans, Louisiana

Description: This miniature dark-stained walnut washstand

has a two-part gallery. The back portion of the gallery is

a solid piece with a circular shape and rosette in the

center. The sides have dowel rails and ball-turned banisters

with a mushroom finial at the top of each. The top has a

large oval cut out for the washbasin, and the front bows

out in an arc following the oval of the wash basin. The

legs are turned and blocked where they meet the bottom

shelf. The feet are formed by an inverted vase turning.

This piece was acquired from the Villere family in 1970.

The Villere family were one of the first settlers in New

Orleans.

Reference: Ornsbee, Thomas Hamilton, Field Guide to
American Victorian Furniture, Boston, Little
Brown and Co., 1952, p. 201 and 233.
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Figure 10: Scrolltop Side Chair

Measurements: 17-5/8"H X 9-l/2"W X ll"D

Date: ca 1865

Style: Victorian

Collection: Anglo-American Art Museum, Baton Rouge,

Louisiana

Description: This miniature side chair was originally

painted black. The crest rail has an elaborately carved

scroll pattern. The cross rail is carved in foliated

scrolls. The back legs and seat stile form a cyma-curve

with the stiles rounded and finished with multiple turnings

before meeting the crest rail. The front legs are onion

and bell-turned where they meet the seat and tapered to an

onion-turned foot. The chair has double-dowel side stretch-

ers and a turned front stretcher. The seat is bell-shaped

with a woven cane pad. This piece was acquired from Mrs.

H. Payne Breazeale, Sr., of Baton Rouge in the 1940's.

This chair was originally acquired by Mrs. Breazeale from

a New Orleans antique dealer in the 1920's.

References: Symonds, Robert, Victorian Furniture, London
Country Life Ltd., 1962, p. 175.

Ornsbee, Thomas Hamilton, Field Guide to
American Victorian Furniture, Boston, Little
Brown & Co., 1952, p. 78.
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Figure 11: Mirror Front Armoire

Measurements: 20-l/4"H X 10-ll/16"W X 5-1/4"L

Date: ca 1850

Style: Country French

Collection: Anglo-American Art Museum, Baton Rouge,

Louisiana

Description: This mahogany armoire is distinctive because

of its foliated scroll pediment ending in an irregular fan

spread leaf carving. The front has one drawer and a large

mitered door with a mirror and bead molding. The pulls are

brass. The base is step-molded and has a gentle cyma--curve

which forms the bracket feet. This piece was acquired from

Mrs . H. Payne Breazeale, Sr., of Baton Rouge in the 1940's,.

This armoire was originally acquired by Mrs. Breazeale from

a New Orleans antique dealer in the 1920's.

Reference: Palardy, Jean, The Early Furniture of French
Canada, New York, St. Martin's Press, 1965,
plate 95, 185.
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Figure 12: Banister Back Chair

Measurements: 9-5/16"H X 4-3/4"W X 4"D

Date: Late Seventeenth Century

Style: Country Colonial

Collection: Anglo-American Art Museum, Baton Rouge,

Louisiana

Description: This miniature banister back chair has seat

stiles which are ring-turned with simple ball finials and

tapered legs. The two cross rails are also tapered on each

end and have a ring turning where the banisters connect

with the rails. The front legs project above the seat and

are tapered to the feet. There is a single ring turning

on each front leg where it connects with the front stretcher.

There are single dowel stretchers on each side, and the

seat is woven rush. This piece was acquired from Mrs. H.

Payne Breazeale, Sr., of Baton Rouge in the 1940's. This

chair was originally acquired by Mrs. Breazeale from a

New Orleans antique dealer in the 1920's.

Reference: Nutting, Wallace, Furniture Treasury, New York,
The Macmillan Company, 1954, fig. 1818.
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Figure 13: Bow Front Chest

Measurements: 12"H X 10-3/4"W X 8"D

Date: ca 1830

Style: Country Colonial

Collection: Anglo-American Art Museum, Baton Rouge,

Louisiana

Description: This miniature bow front chest is made from

mahogany and has three flush mount drawers with two turned

knobs on each. The top and base are step-molded and pro-

trude beyond the chest proper. The sides are plain, and

the feet are ring-turned and proportionately massive. This

piece likely had a mirror in its original state, because it

is knotched on the top back side and has screw holes for

mirror supports. This piece was acquired from Mrs. H. Payne

Breazeale, Sr., of Baton Rouge in the 1940's. This chest

was originally acquired by Mrs. Breazeale from a New Orleans

antique dealer in the 1920's.

Reference: Singleton, Esther, The Furniture of Our Forefathers,
New York, Benjamin Blom, Inc., p. 377.
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Figure 14: Breakfront Dresser

Measurements: 8-1/2"H X 10-3/4"W X 3-l/4"D

Date: ca 1830

Style: Country Sheraton

Collection: The Dallas Historical Society, Dallas, Texas

Description: This miniature breakfront dresser is mahogany

veneered. The top is surrounded on three sides with a back-

board. The sides of the backboard are cut in cyma-curves

and the back is cut flat except for a mitered square molding

which could have been the bottom rail support for a mirror.

The front panel is broken into three sections, the center

one being a cabinet with a convex door which follows the

curve in the dresser top. The apron of the cabinet is

slightly raised and shaped in a graceful arc. Each side

has three drawers with bead molding around each. The white

ceramic drawer pulls are not original. There are four

reeded pilasters on the front panel which lead into ball-

turned feet. The back feet are also ball-turned. The side

panels are set into the front stiles and top by means of

tongue-in-groove joinery.

Reference: Miller, Edgar G., American Antique Furniture,
New York, Dover Publications, Inc., fig. 1006 .



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This catalog of the miniature furniture is limited to

include case and seating furniture which could have been

used as travelers' samples, models, or toys. This type of

miniature furniture is considered to be of a category known

as the second size. The smallest size of miniature furni-

ture was for use in doll houses and the largest size for

use by children themselves.

The entries in the catalog are selected from the

collections of Louisiana and Texas museums and historical

societies which own miniature furniture.

The collections were located through the use of a

questionnaire sent to the institutions listed in the Official

Museum Directory which have furniture and decorative arts

collections.

Responses to the questionnaire indicated there are five

institutions which own fourteen examples of miniatures of

the second size. The names of these institutions and the

number of miniatures in their collections are as follows:

The Louisiana State Museum in New Orleans, Louisiana (2);

The Anglo-American Art Museum in Baton Rouge, Louisiana (9);

The Harris County Heritage Society in Houston, Texas (1);

58
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The Witte Memorial Museum in San Antonio, Texas (1); and

The Dallas Historical Society in Dallas, Texas (1).

Miniature furniture of the second size and of a quality

comparable to that of full-size furniture begins to appear

around the middle of the seventeenth century when the joiner

achieved status of cabinetmaker. This miniature furniture

was originally thought to have been used as apprenticeship

pieces. The apprenticeship piece was used by the various

craft guilds in England to prove the skill and worthiness

of an apprentice before he was given journeyman status.

This idea of the apprenticeship piece is now generally dis-

counted on the grounds that cabinetmakers of the seventeenth

century had neither the time nor the resources to permit

this practice to exist in their shops.

Another theory of purpose is that much miniature furni-

ture was crafted for use as models. These pieces would

provide an excellent way for the cabinetmaker to show pros-

pective customers the quality and type of goods which could

be produced in their cabinet shops, without having to dis-

play full-size pieces. These miniatures could also serve as

travelers' samples. Because of their size, miniatures would

also provide an excellent method of showing distant customers

the furniture and styles that were available to them.

The popularity of the illustrated book toward the end

of the eighteenth century made travelers' samples less

necessary. The book provided an easier and more economical
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method of presenting one's wares to distant customers. The

coming of the machine age is another reason for the decline

in the use of miniatures. By the middle of the nineteenth

century, factory production had replaced the usual method of

producing furniture on a commission basis.

The examples of miniature furniture found in the col-

lections of Texas and Louisiana museums and historical

societies are stylistically comparable to Colonial, Chippendale,

Empire, Regency, Hepplewhite and Sheraton, Victorian or Country.

These are styles which were in vogue at the time the minia-

tures were crafted. Not all the styles which were in vogue

during the two hundred years that miniature sample and model

furniture was popular are represented by the collections

found in this geographical region. This can be attributed

to the lagging development of cultural and business centers

of the two states. The cultural development of the geograph-

ical region of Texas and Louisiana was comparatively slow

in relation to the earlier maturity of the Northeast United

States and Europe.

Illustrated in the catalog are three examples of the

Empire style, two examples of the Victorian style, one each

of the Colonial, Chippendale, Hepplewhite, Sheraton and

Regency style and four country pieces.

The examples of miniature furniture of the country group

which are found in this geographic region exhibit stylistic

trends from a number of different periods. These miniatures
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were most probably executed by cabinetmakers who were

not in the mainstream of cultural influences. These

influences would be slow to filter to the outlying regions

of America because of the vast expanses of undeveloped

land and sparse population. Due to the isolation of the

pioneer environment, the cabinetmakers who did venture to

this area were involved with adapting their knowledge of

cabinetmaking to the demands placed on them by the rugged

nature of an unsettled land and to satisfy the regional

cultural influences of its inhabitants.

Insufficient documentation makes establishing the

authenticity of examples of miniature furniture in the

United States and in this geographical region in particular

very difficult. The traveler's sample, model, and toy

theories of purpose of miniature furniture are all reason-

able, but all suffer from a lack of concrete evidence

establishing them as such.

It is the recommendation of this study to research

further the origins of miniature furniture found in Texas

and Louisiana. Such research may be aimed at producing the

necessary documentaiton required to establish the provenance

and possibly the purpose of the miniatures found in this

geographical region. It is further recommended that the

children's furniture found in this geographical region be

cataloged. Many handsomely executed miniatures of this type

can be found in the museums and historical societies of Texas
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and Louisiana. There is also an abundance of pioneer chil-

dren's furniture available in these collections, reflecting

the early cabinetmaker's ability to adapt his wares and tech-

niques to the demands placed on him by living in a rugged

environment.



APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO THE MUSEUMS AND HISTORICAL SOCIETIES

OF TEXAS AND LOUISIANA WHICH HAVE FURNITURE

OR DECORATIVE ARTS COLLECTIONS

Date

Robert Parsons
1705 Boyd Street
Denton, Texas 76201

Curator
Museum
Address
City and State

Dear Curator:

As a graduate student in interior design atNorth Texas
State University, I am conducting a study which will include
locating and cataloging the examples of miniature furniture
located in the museums and historical societies of Texas and
Louisiana. This information is to be used in my Master's
Thesis.

It would be of tremendous help if you would, by using
the space below, provide information concerning the types
(toy, doll house, children's, or sample) and the probable
dates of the miniature pieces that you have in your collec-
tion.

I have enclosed a self-addressed envelope for your con-
venience in responding to this inquiry. Also, if you are
interested in receiving a copy of this catalog when completed,
please indicate.

Your time and assistance are greatly appreciated.
Thanking you, I am

Sincerely yours,

Robert Parsons
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Chair, Sofa, etc. Type Probable Date

Are you interested in receiving the catalog? YES or NO



APPENDIX B

SELECTED RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO THE MUSEUMS

AND HISTORICAL SOCIETIES OF TEXAS AND LOUISIANA WHICH

HAVE FURNITURE OR DECORATIVE ARTS

Location and Name
of Museum.

Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Anglo-American Art Museum

Magnolia Mound Plantation
House

Cloutierville, Louisiana
Bayou Fork Museum

Homer, Louisiana
Herbert S. Ford Memorial

Home

Lafayette, Louisiana
Lafayette Museum

Lake Charles, Louisiana
Imperial Calcasiew Museum-

Natchitoches, Louisiana
Museum Contents, Inc.

New Iberia, Louisiana
The Shadows on the Teche

New Orleans, Louisiana
Casa Hove

Gallier House

Herman-Grima House

Historic New Orleans
Collection

Size Category of Miniatures
No. of No. of No. of

1st size 2nd size 3rd size

1

0

0

*

*

0

*

0

0

0

0

0

9

0

0

*

0

*

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

*

4

*

0

0

0

0

0
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Location and Name
of Museum L

New Orleans, Louisiana
Louisiana State Museum

Plaquemine, Louisiana
Carriage House Museum

Reserve, Louisiana
San Francisco Plantation

House

Shreveport, Louisiana
R. W. Norton Art Gallery

St. Francisville, Louisiana
Audubon Memorial State Park

Thibodaux, Louisiana
E. D. White Memorial

Abilene, Texas
Heritage Museum

Albany, Texas
Ledbetter Picket House

Amarillo, Texas
Nielson Memorial Museum

Austin, Texas
The French Legation

Laguna Gloria Art Museum

Neill-Cochran Museum House

0. Henry Museum

Swedish Pioneer Log Cabin

Texas State Library

Baird, Texas
Callahan County Pioneer

Museum

Bastrop, Texas
Bastrop County Historical

Society

Size Category of Miniatures
No. of No. of No. of
st size 2nd size 3rd size

19

*

2

*

*

0

*

*

0

*

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

3

*

*

0

*

*

*

0

*

*

0

*

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

*

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Size

Location and Name No.-
of Museum 1st s

Beaumont, Texas
French Trading Post Museum *

Bigfoot, Texas
Bigfoot Wallace Museum 0

Boerne, Texas
Boerne Historical House *

Bonham, Texas
Sam Rayburn House *

Brackettville, Texas
John Fretter Memorial Museum 1

Brenham, Texas
Texas Baptist Historical

Center Museum *

Burnet, Texas
Fort Croghan Museum *

Caldwell, Texas
Burleson County Historical

Museum *

Canyon, Texas
Panhandle Plains Historical

Museum *

Castroville, Texas
Landmark in Complex 0

Center, Texas
Shelby County Museum *

Chappel Hill, Texas
Chappel Hill Historical

Society Museum *

Chireno, Texas
Half-way House 0

Colorado City, Texas
Colorado City Historical

Museum 1

Category of Miniatures
ot NO. Of NO. Of

;ize 2nd size 3rd size

*

0

*

*

0

*

*

*

*

0

*

*

0

*

0

*

*

0

*

*

*

*

0

*

*

0

0 0
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Size Category of Miniatures

Location and Name No. of No. of No. of
of Museum 1st size 2nd size 3rd size

Columbus, Texas
Confederate Memorial

Hall Museum *

Comfort, Texas
Comfort Historical Museum * *

Corsicanna, Texas
Navarro County Historical

Society *

Crowell, Texas
Foard County Museum 0 0 0

Cuero, Texas
Dewitt County Historical

Museum * * *

Dallas, Texas
Dallas County Heritage

Society 6 0 5

Dallas Historical Society 12 1 3

Dallas Museum of Fine Arts 0 0 0

Miramar Museum 0 0 0

Decatur, Texas
Wise County Heritage Museum 0 0 0

Denison, Texas
Eisenhower Birthplace State

Park 0 0 0

Edinburg, Texas
Hidalgo County Historical * * *

Museum

El Paso, Texas
El Paso Museum of Art 0 0 0

Fairfield, Texas
Freestone County Historical

Museum * * *
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S

Location and Name N
of Museum is

Fairfield, Texas
Moody-Bardlag House

Restoration Fdn.

Fort Davis, Texas
Neill Museum

Fort Stockton, Texas
Annie Riggs Memorial Museum

Fort Worth, Texas
Log Cabin Village

Gail, Texas
Borden County Museum

Galveston, Texas
Bishops Palace

Historic Trube House

Ashton Villa

Sydnor Powhatan House
and Museum

Historical Foundation Inc.

Rosenburg Library

Giddings, Texas
Lee County Museum

Goliad, Texas
Presidio La Bahia

Greenville, Texas
Ende-Gaillard House

Harlingen, Texas
Lon C. Hill Home

Harris County, Texas
San Jacinto Museum of

History Association

Henderson, Texas
Rusk County Heritage Assoc.

;ize Category of Miniatures
To. of No. of No. of
Dt size 2nd size 3rd size

*

*

0

0

*

0

*

5

*

0

*

*

*

*

*

*

0

3

*

0

*

0

*

0

*

*

*

*

0

0

*

0

*

0

*

0

*

*

*

*

*

**

*

*

*

*

*

* *
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Location and Name
of Museum l

Houston, Texas
The Bayou Bend Collection

Harris County Heritage
Society

Museum of American Archi-
tecture and Decorative
Arts

Museum of Fine Arts

Huntsville, Texas
Sam Houston Memorial Museum

Jacksonville, Texas
Vanishing Texana Museum

Jefferson, Texas
Excelsior House

Jefferson Historical
Society and Museum

Kingsville, Texas
John E. Conner Museum

Lamesa, Texas
Lamesa-Dawson County

Museum Association

LaGrange, Texas
Nathaniel W. Faison Home

and Museum

Llano, Texas
Llano County Historical

Museum

Marlin, Texas
Highlands Mansion

Marshall, Texas
Harrison County Historical

Museum

McDade, Texas
McDate Museum

Size Category of Miniatures
No. of No. of No. of
st size 2nd size 3rd size

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

*

0

*

1

0

4

0

0

0

*

0

*

0

*

0

0

0

*

0

*

0

*

*

*

*

0

*

*

0

*

0

*

0

*

0 0

* *
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Size Category of Miniatures
Location and Name No. of No. of No. of

of Museum 1st size 2nd size 3rd size

Midland, Texas
Midland County Historical

Museum 0 0 3

Nacogdoches, Texas
Hoya Memorial Library &

Museum 0 0 0

Stone Fort Museum 0 0 2

New Braunfels, Texas
Sophienburg Museum 0 0 0

Ozona, Texas
Crockett County Museum * * *

Pampa, Texas
White Deer Land Museum * * *

Panhandle, Texas
Carson County Square

House Museum * * *

Plains, Texas
Tsa Mo Ga Memorial Museum * * *

Port Arthur, Texas
Port Arthur Historical

Museum 0 0 0

Quitman, Texas
Governor Hogg Shrine

State Park 0 0 0

Richmond, Texas
Fort Bend County Museum * * *

Round Rock, Texas
El Milagro Washington

Anderson-Irvin Home Museum 1 0 0

Round Top, Texas
University of Texas,

Winedale Inn Properties 0 0 0

Salado, Texas
Central Texas Area Museum * * *
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S

Location and Name N
of Museum 1s

San Antonio, Texas
Marion Koogler McNay

Art Institute

Spanish Governor's Palace

Steves Homestead

Witte Memorial Museum

San Felipe, Texas
J. J. Josey General

Store Museum

San Marcos, Texas
General Edward Burleson

Museum

Saratoga, Texas
Big Thicket Museum

Seguin, Texas
Los Nogales Museum

Sebastopol

Stephenville, Texas
Stephenville Historical

House Museum

Sweetwater, Texas
City County Pioneer Museum

Tempe, Texas
Railroad & Pioneer Museum

Texarkana, Texas
Texarkana Historical

Society and Museum

Tomball, Texas
Magdalene Charlton Memorial

Museum and Griffin House

Uvalde, Texas
Gerner Memorial Museum

ize Category of Miniatures
To. of No. of No. of
St size 2nd size 3rd size

0

0

*

0

*

0

0

*

I

*

*

0

*

4

*

0

*

0

*

0

*

0

*

0

*

0

0

0

0

0

0

*

10

*

*

0

*

0

*

0

*

0

0

0 0
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Size Category of Miniatures
Location and Name No. of No. of No. of

of Museum 1st size 2nd size 3rd size

Victoria, Texas
McNamara-o'Conner Historical

and Fine Arts Museum * * *

Waco, Texas
Youth Cultural Center 0 0 0

Washington, Texas
Star of the Republic Museum 0 0 0

Waxahachie, Texas
Ellis County Museum 6 0 0

West Columbia, Texas
Verner Hogg Plantation

State Park 0 0 1

Wimberley, Texas
Pioneer Town * * *

Woodville, Texas
Allan Shivers Museum

and Library * * *

Heritage Garden Village * * *
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